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Abstract
One of students’ abilities which can facilitate them to understand geometric concepts is spatial reasoning ability.
Spatial reasoning ability can be defined as an ability involving someone’s cognitive processing to present and
manipulate spatial figures, relationship, and figure formations. This research aims to find out significant
difference on students’ spatial reasoning ability between students who are given Model Eliciting Activities with
Cabri 3D (MEAC) and those who are only given Model Eliciting Activities (MEA). Quasi experimental design is
used in this research which involves 143 junior high school students as the sample. The result of this research
shows that students who are given Model Eliciting Activities with Cabri 3D have better spatial reasoning ability
than those who are given Model Eliciting Activities. It is suggested for Matematics teachers to implement
instruction with Model Eliciting Activities with Cabri 3D.
Keywords: spatial reasoning ability, model eliciting activities, Cabri 3D
1. Introduction
Geometry has been taught since primary school. Learning geometry helps students develop their logical
reasoning ability (Nur’aini, 2012). There are many mathematical concepts and procedures which can be
explained by geometry representation. Geometry tends to be abstract which is one of many problems making it
difficult to understand. However, with the development of ICT, teachers can choose suitable media for teaching
geometry in addition to presenting realistic problems. According to Hershkowitz (2014) since 250 years ago,
some aspects of geometry have been developed: (a) interaction with spatial geometry figures. Students learn
about length, area, volume, and relations among them; (b) spatial geometry figures and its shape transformation;
(c) spatial geomtry figure is as a basic reflection of visual information through reperesntation, explanation,
generalization, and documentation.
The implementation of geometry does not only happen in schools but also in daily actvities. It can form students’
knowledge about spatial figures and they can apply this knowledge in any fields like design, mechanical
engineering, GPS technology, and many others. It also helps them understand other mathematical concepts such
as algebra, linear equation, calculus, arithmetic, etc. However, despite the important roles of geometry
knowledge, the fact shows that many high school students still experience difficulty in understanding its
concepts. A study conducted by Pradika (2012) analyzed students’ problems in understanding materials about
planes. This study revealed that students had difficulty in the plane visualization especially the shapes, elements,
and the nature of planes. These are also confirmed by the observation results in several junior high schools in
palembang conducted by the writer which shows students’ understanding in geometry is still unsatisfactory.
When the students are given a combination of three cuboids with the same length and width but different height
which resembles stair steps and they are asked about its surface area, most of the students cannot answer it. They
even calculate the surface area by separating the cuboids. In geometry, the ability which can help students to find
solution of such mathematical problem is spatial reasoning ability.
Spatial reasoning ability is an ability involving someone’s cognitive processing to present and manipulate spatial
figures, relationship, and figure formations (Clement and Battista, 1992). In adition, according to National
Research Council (2006), it relates to location and movement from a particular object or person physically or
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mentally. Spatial reasoning covers three components namely spatial concept, representation, and reasoning.
These components involve relationship among spatial structures and possible representations. This ability
invloves spatial visualization and orientation, such as the skill of reading figures and representing 2D figures
from 3D figures based on various points of view (Nurlatifah, Wijaksana, & Rahayu, 2013) and nowadays the
awareness of the importance of spatial reasoning ability in Mathematics education is increasing (Khan, Francis,
& Davis, 2014).
There are many softwares provided for teachers to solve mathematical problems and use it in teaching and
learning process one of that software is Cabri 3D. Besides use Cabri 3D to improve spatial reasoning ability, a
meaningful learning approach is needed, and one of learning approaches is Model Eliciting Activities (MEA). It
is one of the mathematical learning approaches which allows students to construct mathematical concepts
through realistic problems. Software integration into this approach makes the teaching and learning process more
interactive. Students can understand concepts with the help of Cabri 3D. Students also can manipulate and
visualize figures through this software.
2. Research Objective
This research is aimed to find out is there significant difference on students’ spatial reasoning ability between
students who are given Model Eliciting Activities with Cabri 3D (MEAC) and those who are only given Model
Eliciting Activities (MEA).
3. Research Method
This research used quasi experimental design which involves 143 junior high school students as the sample.
They are divided into two groups, one group of students is given Model Eliciting Activities with Cabri 3D
(MEAC) and the other group is given Model Eliciting Activities. Before the instruction, learning materials and
student’s workbook are created by the writer for both groups. A test to measure students’ spatial reasoning ability
is also developed and given before and after learning process.
4. Result
Statistical analysis is conducted by firstly testing the normality of the data in order to know whether the obtained
data are distributed normally or not. For this purpose, Kolmogorov Smirnov is used with the following
hypotheses: H0: The data are distributed normally and H1: The data are not distributed normally. The criterion of
testing these hypotheses is that if p value > 0.05, H0 is accepted and the other one is rejected and vice versa. The
result is diplayed in Table 1.
Table 1. The result of normality test
Instruction
MEA
Number of Students
K-S
Asym. Sig
H0

MEAC

71

72

0.651

0.651

0.791

0.791

Accepted

Accepted

As shown in Table 1, p value (Sig.) is more than 0.05. It means H0 is accepted indicating that the data are
distributed normally. After normality test, homogeneity test is conducted. The hypotheses are as follows H0: The
data are homogen, Ha: The data are not homogen. The criterion of testing these hypotheses is that if p value >
0.05, H0 is accepted and the other one is rejected. The result of homogeneity test can bee seen in Table 2 below.
Table 2. The result of homogeneity test
Instruction
MEAC
Number of Students

MEA

72

71

Mean

0.447

0.315

Std. Dev.

0.161

0.212

F value

Sig

H0

8.264

0.005

rejected

As shown in Table 2, p value (Sig.) is lower than 0.05. It means H0 is rejected indicating that the data are not
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homogen. Due to this result, t’-test is used to see the difference of means.
H0: there is no significant difference students’ spatial reaoning ability improvement between students who are
taught by using MEAC and those who are taught by using MEA.
H1: there is significant difference students’ spatial reaoning ability improvement between students who are taught
by using MEAC and those who are taught by using MEAC.
If the p value is more than 0.05, H0 is accepted, and if p value is lower than 0.05, H0 is rejected.The result is
displayed in Table 3.
Table 3. The result of difference means test
Instruction
MEA
Number of Students
Mean

MEAC

71

72

0.315

0.447

t’ value

Sig (2 tailed)

H0

-4.181

0.000

rejected

As shown in Table 3, the p value is lower than 0.05 so that H0 is rejected. Thus, it can be concluded that there is
significant difference students’ spatial reaoning ability improvement between students who are taught by using
MEAC and those who are taught by using MEAC.
5. Discussion
The result of statistical analysis shows that there is significant difference on students’ spatial reasoning ability
improvement between students who are taught by using MEAC and those who are taught by using MEAC. Thus,
it can be concluded that MEAC instruction has positive effect on students’ activities during the teaching and
learning process in the classroom. In other words, MEAC instruction is more effective to improve students’
spatial reasoning ability.
The positive result is because MEAC instruction facilitates students to practice and develop their spatial
reasoning ability caused by the fact that students are involved directly to undertand the given concepts with
visuals in Cabri 3D. It is in line with what Presmeg’s statement in Encyclopedia of Mathematics Education
(Presmeg, 2014) that visualization in Mathematics is not a new thing as Mathematics uses symbols, diagram,
abstract notation which need visualization. Visualization is the ability, process, and product from creation,
interpretation in mind. Besides, students are given opportunities to discuss with their classmates, create plans,
and determine appropriate steps to solve mathematical problems. This activities also help students enhance their
knowledge and reasoning ability.
The finding of this research is in agreement with a reserach conducted by Wulandari (2013) revealing that there
was a significant difference in students’ learning success between students who were taught by using realstic
mathematical instruction with Cabri 3D and those who were not about spatial geometry figures. Besides, Maarif
(2015) in his research also claimed that in geometry instruction the use of media such as Cabri II Plus can be
used as an effort to improve students’ ability in forming geometry evidence. Furthermore, Widiyasari (2013) in
her research also mentions that mathematics teaching with Model Eliciting Activities is necessary to implement
in schools which results in broader instruction. She also states that there is a need to develop varietied of
instruction by using Model Eliciting Activities. This will improve students’ ability to master mathematical
concepts.
The anlysis result of students’ work also shows that they are able to understand line and angle concept well, as
shown in Figure 1. The question item and student’s answer to see the relationship between figures to determine
the angle are as follows:
Item 1: Angle 1 is 95o and Angle 2 is110o. What is the measure of Angle 3?
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Student’s A
Answer

Figurre 1. Student’s Answer of quuestions item 1
As shown above, it can be
b seen that thhe student undeertsands the rellationship betw
ween angles inntersected by a line.
In the studdent’s figure, the student sttates that Anglle 1 is the sam
me as Angle 5 due to alternnate interior angle.
a
Besides, shhe also knowss supplementarry angels and the sum of angles in a trianggle. She does not mention which
w
angle suppplements anotther angle. H
However, in hher calculationn, she writes that the anglle which is 70°
7 is
supplemenntary to the othher angle whicch is 110° so thhat she can dettermine the anggle value whicch can help herr find
the answerr of the questioon.
Then, in thhe question iteem with indicaator which is ddrawing or dessigning a geom
metry figure annd representing the
line size inn the figure annd other indicaator which is ffinding out thee relation amoong elements oof geometry figure.
The questiion item and sttudent’s answeer are providedd below:
Item 2
a)

Draw
w a cube of KL
LMN. OPQR w
with sides 3cm.
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Whicch line is the intersection
i
beetween side off PQRO and siide of KORN and between side of KLQR
R and
side oof MNRQ

Student’s A
Answer:

Figuure 2. Student’ss answer of quuestion item 2
t student is able to draw a cube. Eventhhough the cubbe is not well-ddrawn yet, she
e can
As shown in Figure 2, the
name the ccube correctly so that she cann determine thhe intersection among sides aasked in the quuestion.
Next, in thhe question item
m below, the inndicator is mannipulating figuure to determinne angle.
Item 4: Loook carefully at
a the figure below:

How is thee process to finnd out the meaasure of angle B
BDC?
Student’s A
Answer:
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Figuure 3. Student’ss answer of quuestion item 3
e, she
As shown in Figure 3, thhe student can manipulate thhe picture by aadding other linne to help her. With this line
CDE and Anglle CFG, namely correspondiing angle so thhat both angle
es are
can find thhe relation bettween Angle C
the same. From the relaation, students can determinee Angle CFB is supplementtary to Angle CFG. Finally , she
also knows that the sum of angles of a triangle is 18000 so that she ccan determine A
Angle BCD.
6. Conclussion and Sugggestion
From the rresults of this research,
r
it cann be concludedd that studentss who are givenn Model Elicitting Activities with
Cabri 3D sshows better reasoning
r
abiliity than those who are givenn Model Elicitiing Activities. It is suggeste
ed for
Matematiccs teachers to implement
i
insttruction with M
Model Elicitinng Activities w
with Cabri 3D. For better learrning
outcomes, facilities suchh as computer llaboratorium oor notebooks, C
Cabri 3D softw
ware, and otheer relevant med
dia or
references can be used.
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